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Dear customers, dear readers,
High overall equipment efficiency (OEE) is a fundamental prerequisite for your
companyʼs success. Therefore, we provide customized machines and systems and
the perfect mix of services that significantly increase the potential cost-efficiency
of your production and processes. Our dedicated and experienced employees support you with their in-depth process understanding and longtime experience in
extrusion technology. This ensures that you get optimum extrusion and process
results in your specific tasks.
Offering our customers the decisive edge in capacity, quality and availability is not
just our goal - itʼs our obligation. As your partner and provider of complete solution
concepts, we help you achieve overall system efficiency that improves the cost-
effectiveness and sustainability of your production process. We call this added
value for our customers “OEE Plus”.
You can learn more about this expertise at K 2016 (Hall 15 at Booth B27/C24/ C27/
D24). KraussMaffei Berstorff is presenting many new and premium quality extrusion solutions using this approach, which gives you critical competitive advantages in your production and in competition. See for yourself the maximum version
of the technologically advanced QuickSwitch Technology for efficient dimension
changes for the 280 – 500 mm diameter range. In addition, we are introducing
the BPCTouch control for efficient machine control and innovative extrusion processes for perfect compounding quality. Another highlight: The ZE 42 BluePower
twin-screw extruder and the introduction of a perfectly tuned compounding
system. Something to really get excited about.
I very much look forward to your visit! If you should be unable to visit, please feel
free to always reach out to our experts for consultation.
Until then, we hope your enjoy the magazine!

Wishing you an enjoyable read,
Peter Roos

President of the Extrusion Technology Segment of the KraussMaffei Group

NEW PX SERIES ALL-ELECTRIC INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE

THE ALL-ELECTRIC,
MADE-TO-MEASURE MACHINE
KraussMaffei is presenting the first all-electric machine on the
market, which the end consumer may customize according to its
specific manufacturing needs. The new PX series from KraussMaffei combines the advantages of an all-electric injection molding machine with maximum modularity in unprecedented ways. Processors benefit from higher precision, productivity and flexibility in all phases of production.
At K 2016 visitors can experience the new PX live, with applications from many different industries and a wide range of equipment options.
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At K 2016 in Düsseldorf, Netstal is showcasing itself as an expert provider of highly innovative production systems for all user industries. By
releasing the ELIOS 7500, Netstal is offering a new premium injection
molding machine that sets a new standard in the thin-walled packaging
sector. The machine has a first-class design, works with high precision, is reliable in continuous operation and can be customized to meet the respective needs of the application.

Concept and design:
Kirchhoff Consult AG, Hamburg,
www.kirchhoff.de

At the Netstal trade show booth, visitors will get a chance to see a variety of exciting product
innovations and sophisticated, detail-oriented solutions.
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OEE PLUS – BOOSTING COST-EFFICIENCY FOR YOU

SIMULTANEOUSLY REACHING
THREE OBJECTIVES –
AND MORE
What is the benefit of high throughput if the gains in capacity are forfeited again through long set-up times
or even unplanned maintenance work? What good is high productivity if the product quality is lacking?
Only a comprehensive consideration of all criteria can lead to optimal results. This is the approach taken
by KraussMaffei Berstorff.
TEXT: ANDREAS WESELER, ANNEMARIE PABST

PHOTOS: KRAUSSMAFFEI BERSTORFF
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A

s dry as the topic appears, Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) is actually a hot topic in the plastics processing industry. This may sound like a rather clunky and
awkward term at first. However, its strong presence in
the debate makes it clear that the comprehensive approach is critical for gaining the upper hand in the cost-efficiency of
rubber and plastics processing systems. At K 2016, the concept of
OEE will be the subject of in-depth conversations.
Future-oriented production concepts
KraussMaffei Berstorff has a unique philosophy in this matter. “We
donʼt sell machines and production lines, nor do we sell units made
up of hardware and software. Rather, we sell competitiveness,” says
Peter Roos, President of the Extrusion Technology Segment of the
KraussMaffei Group and Managing Director of KraussMaffei Berstorff. “All of our customers are basically facing the same challenge.
To be competitive, they have to offer their products in the highest possible quality at the lowest possible prices and be capable of supplying
with reliability.”
The simplicity of the formula is misleading. The task description is
much more complex. “Our customers are no longer looking to us to
provide an exceptional machine, but future-oriented production concepts that withstand the requirements of their markets over a longer
period.” The overall equipment effectiveness plays an important role,
he states.
However, Roos provides a clear and straightforward definition that is
quite unlike the often all-too-fancy definitions in the market. “As we
see it, OEE includes three components: performance, availability and
product quality, with all three being considered over the entire lifecycle of a complete system, for example of a production line.” He states
that sustainability is gaining more importance all the time. “Energy
savings has become the ever-present constraint in the design of our
systems.”
Offering clear added value
KraussMaffei Berstorff fulfills each and every requirement our customers have with customized machines and systems that have been
comprehensively optimized at every stage: from material feed, to
the extrusion process, to fabrication. This optimization includes
cost-related aspects. Roos says, “KraussMaffei Berstorff is not
just an extruder supplier for the processor, but the contact with the
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comprehensive system and material expertise who assumes responsibility for the entire machine and its function. This role includes comprehensive consultation and support services, both before and after
a machine goes online. We offer our customers clear added value in
all of these “soft services” that are based on decades of experience.
Thatʼs why we call our range of services OEE Plus.”
How does KraussMaffei Berstorff make good on the promise of OEE
Plus? “Starting with the development and design engineering of a machine or system to customer specifications, we put the foundation in
place for maximum performance and reliability of everyday production processes,” Roos explains.
The right balance
The right mix of performance, availability and quality is key. With a
reasonable amount of effort and expense – in most cases, maximizing
all three parameters makes a system too expensive and unprofitable.
Usually, the greatest area of concern for the user is performance. The
user is often focused on certain jobs for which they need a defined
output per unit of time. Availability is likewise an important prerequisite for the profitability of the investment in an extruder. The longer
the productive lifetime of the machine, the higher its return on investment will be. Downtimes simply kill already tight profit margins.
Therefore, the objective is to find a customer-specific optimum within the triangle of goals. At K 2016, KraussMaffei Berstorff is presenting pioneering approaches. These include the QuickSwitch system
for automatic dimension change while pipe extrusion is running, now
with a diameter of up to 500 millimeters.
“The benefits of this system are plain to see,” Roos explains. “Little scrap during changeovers, which means optimized material consumption. Minimized inventory and labor costs, short set-up
times, high flexibility and delivery capability thanks to cost-efficient production of small lots – a big plus in terms of availability and
throughput.”

Availability

Boosting quality and performance for you
Another example is the high-performance extrusion of standard
pipes. “Processors from the area of PVC pipes are compelled to make
the mass-produced PVC sewage pipes in continuous operation at top
performance in order to improve the very low profit margins for this
application slightly,” Roos says of the initial situation. “Performance
with consistent maximum product quality is the critical influencing
variable here for staying competitive.” KraussMaffei Berstorff solves
this problem by combining two twin-screw extruders (the machines
demonstrated at the trade show will be the KMD 108-36 E2/R). “Our
machine is extremely space-saving, features extremely high performance and is also highly energy-efficient,” says Roos. He cites this
factor as the “Plus” that goes beyond a strict view of performance.
An added level of quality is built into KraussMaffei Berstorffʼs foam
extrusion systems from the beginning. With their standardized
equipment, the foam ex and foam tandex systems reliably produce
high-quality foam pipes, sheets, films and profiles. The twin-screw
extruders process a wide range of standard and many high-temperature plastics, as well as powdery additives and liquid blowing agents.
“These systems do exceptionally well in terms of all OEE features.
Thus they ensure optimum results – from the beginning,” emphasizes Roos.
Boosting equipment availability for you
The tire industry likewise sets extremely high standards for its production facilities. “For these systems, which usually produce in threeshift operation, our OEE Plus is the benchmark. They prove themselves daily in tough production conditions at our customersʼ facilities
with short set-up times and low start-up waste, high output rates and
excellent product quality, thus ensuring greater cost-efficiency,” reports Roos. “Especially for our tire customers, the complete solution
approach and the great expertise of KraussMaffei Berstorff is in high
demand every day,” Roos continues. The several hundred Multiplex
systems in use at leading tire manufacturers around the world speak
for themselves.”
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THREE QUESTIONS FOR PETER ROOS

“WE ARE OFFERING
COMPETITIVENESS”
	The search for options that will continually increase the cost-effectiveness of extruder systems is increasingly centered around the concept of OEE. What is this all
about, and what does OEE Plus from KraussMaffei Berstorff have to offer? AHEAD
talked to Peter Roos, President of the Extrusion Technology Segment of the KraussMaffei Group and Managing Director of KraussMaffei Berstorff.
INTERVIEW: ANNEMARIE PABST, ANDREAS WESELER

PHOTOS: KRAUSSMAFFEI BERSTORFF

AHEAD: Mr. Roos, KraussMaffei Berstorff is making a big push
this year promoting OEE, Overall Equipment Effectiveness. And
youʼre even adding a Plus. Are you just jumping on the current
hype bandwagon or is there more to this?
Roos: This isnʼt hype at all. OEE has been under discussion for a long
time. It is gradually becoming a way of thinking that will lead to greater profitability in plastic processing. At K 2016, we see the perfect opportunity to draw more attention to this approach. We expect this to
provide long-term benefit for our customers. Our machines and systems provide our customers with a high level of optimization, particularly in terms of performance and cost. Now that they have reached
this level, our customers are looking for additional options for increasing profitability. OEE gives them this ability.
AHEAD: To make sure everyone understands the term, we
should ask: Whatʼs OEE all about?
Roos: Let me preface this with a brief comment. At first glance, Overall Equipment Effectiveness suggests a metric, such as overall return
on capital or the like. But thatʼs not really accurate. True, academics have tried to fit OEE into formulas, which can take rather different forms depending on their respective viewpoint. However, these
donʼt yet seem practical to us. We think overall equipment effectiveness is a philosophy for viewing these three target variables comprehensively and optimizing them specifically for each customer. Performance, availability, product quality, all of which are measured over
the whole lifecycle of a production line or similar entire system. The
overall equipment effectiveness is a critical factor in determining a
systemʼs return on investment.

AHEAD: And what is the Plus?
Roos: Our “Plus” basically consists of three components. The first is
experience and expertise, the second is the many unique ideas that
offer our customers a technical competitive edge. The third is support that makes it possible to maintain all OEE features over the entire lifecycle of the machine. “OEE pure” includes only the measurable parameters such as performance, availability or defect rates as
a measure of quality. Our “Plus”, on the other hand, refers to the performance features that are less measurable but still perceived by the
customer--such as reliability, which defines a supplierʼs image. The
biggest “Plus” is in the minds of our employees, their experience and
their knowledge of usersʼ markets. Those who purchase a system
from KraussMaffei Berstorff are buying a highly skilled future-oriented advice during the concept and configuration phases of the system and the ability to receive equally skilled support over the service
life of the machine or system. As a result, the plus we offer is an extra
competitive edge.

üsse
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K 2016: BROAD SPECTRUM OF HIGH-END TECHNOLOGY

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
FOR GREATER
COST-EFFECTIVENESS
Overall equipment effectiveness (OEE) and Plastics 4.0, our interpretation of Industry 4.0 –
both of these are the overarching general topics featured by KraussMaffei Berstorff at
K 2016. Classifying these exhibits in one topic or the other does not make much sense.
OEE and digitally networked production are simply two sides of the same coin, closely
related and with many areas of overlap.
TEXT: ANNEMARIE PABST, ANDREAS WESELER

PHOTOS: KRAUSSMAFFEI BERSTORFF

QUICKSWITCH TECHNOLOGY FOR IN-LINE DIMENSION
CHANGES AT THE PUSH OF A BUTTON
A shining example of this double function is
QuickSwitch, the system that shortens dimension change in pipe production from
hours to minutes and C6 control system
that controls all functions like the spider at
the center of the web. The tried-and-tested QuickSwitch dimension change system
promises even greater flexibility in pipe extrusion. By adding the new maximum version
for the 280 to 500 millimeter diameter range,
it is expanding its previous bandwidth of increments ranging between 25 and 450 millimeters. From the standpoint of machine
availability as an important part of overall
equipment effectiveness (OEE), QuickSwitch
is the flagship of KraussMaffei Berstorff.
This flexible system enables the pipe producer to change the pipe dimension at the touch
of a button – via a C6 control system – within a few minutes. The core components are
the pipe head and the calibration basket. The
pipe head is equipped with a conical die set
and the melt tube can be adapted using the
adjustable pin or nozzle. A downstream suction bell adapts the molten tube via a slight
vacuum. However, the most important component is the calibration basket. This technical masterpiece adjusts to the required

calibration diameter automatically. All additional dimension-dependent components are
also adapted via the KraussMaffei C6 control
system.
The only waste material resulting from the
dimension change is a short piece of tapering pipe between three and six meters. Because materials make up to 70 percent of
costs in pipe production, this is a noticeable advantage. The system also meets processorsʼ needs to keep overweight pipes to
a minimum – QuickSwitch makes it possible
to maintain exact pipe wall thicknesses. Processors also gain competitive advantages
from the ability to produce even smaller lot
sizes just in time – and without maintaining
much inventory.

YOUR CONTACT:
Annette Beierling
Pipe Extrusion Product Manager
annette.beierling@kraussmaffei.com

QUICKSWITCH BOOSTS EQUIPMENT AVAILABILITY
Automatic dimension change technology now extends up to
500 mm.

plastics and rubber industry
Machines et équipements pour l’industrie
du plastique et du caoutchouc

KraussMaffei Berstorff

Processes & Products
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Macchinari e impianti per l’industria delle
materie plastiche e della gomma
Rohstoffe und Hilfsstoffe
Raw materials, auxiliaries
Matières premières et auxiliaires
Materie prime e ausiliarie
Halbzeuge, technische Teile,
verstärkte Kunststofferzeugnisse
Semi-finished products, technical
Visit us at the
K reinforced
2016plastics
in Duesseldorf,
parts and
Germany, from
the 19th
to the 26th of October:
Produits semi-finis,
pièces techniques
et produits en plastique renforcé
Hall 15, Booth
B27/C24/
C27/D24
Semilavorati, parti tecniche, prodotti in
plastica rinforzata
Sonderschau
Special show
Exposition spéciale
Mostra speciale

A
B
C
D
E

“PLASTICS SHAPE THE FUTURE”

Messe-Center/Trade Fair Center

ScienceCampus

CCD Süd/CCD South
Congress Center Düsseldorf
CCD Ost/CCD East
Congress Center Düsseldorf
Zoll, Spediteure/Customs, Forwarders
Logistik-Zentrum/Logistics Center

••••• Pendelbusspur/Shuttle Bus

Messe Düsseldorf GmbH
Postfach 10 10 06 _ 40001 Düsseldorf _ Germany
Tel. + 49 (0)2 11/45 60-01 _ Fax + 49 (0)2 11/45 60-6 68

www.messe-duesseldorf.de

CONCEPTS FOR PRODUCING PIPES
WITH MULTIFUNCTIONAL LAYERS FOR
P OLYOLEFIN AND PVC PROCESSING
Multi-layer pipes are very much in fashion.
They have gained increasing market shares
both in installation and/or renovation of
supply and drainage lines, installation of
floor and other surface temperature control
systems and in industry. To provide certain
properties such as scratch protection, diffusion resistance, temperature stability or
insulation performance, multiple functional layers are coextruded from the suitable
m aterials and bonding agents to create a
composite pipe in a single pass.

TWO TWIN-SCREW EXTRUDERS
KMD 108-36 E2/R
Efficient PVC pipe production with
minimum space requirements.

This is attained through special pipe heads,
which are the core components of any
multi-layer application. Whether this involves coextrusion of polyolefins or of PVC
or building up two or seven layers – the
pipe heads for customer-specific solutions are likewise a technological specialty
of K
 raussMaffei B erstorff. Their outstanding traits: excellent adhesion of the layers,
uniform layer thicknesses and low specific
weights with high mechanical load carrying
ability.

In addition, the overhauled KM-3L RK 42-250
three-layer pipe head for PVC pipes will be
on display. The compact coextrusion head
– optimized for better handling and easy installation and uninstallation – covers the dimension range between 75 and 200 millimeters. With a throughput of up to 800 kg/h, it is
in the upper performance range.

KraussMaffei Berstorffʼs multi-layer pipe
heads for polyolefin processing are basically designed as spiral distributor heads. At
K 2016, we are showing two models. One is
the proven KM-5L-RKW 01-40 five-layer pipe
head, which extrudes PO pipes with diameters between eight and 40 millimeters.

Because the distributor block is already integrated into the head, it ensures accurate
layer thickness distribution. This also results in a short dwell time of the melt in the
pipe head and thus gentle material processing. A particularly attractive feature in terms
of cost and sustainability is that the core

layer can be designed as a foam layer. Alternatively, it can be used for coextrusion for recycled material and low and high-filler Dryblend recipes.

YOUR CONTACT:
Annette Beierling
Pipe Extrusion Product Manager
annette.beierling@kraussmaffei.com
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ZE 42 BLUEPOWER
The primary target audience for a compounding system with a KraussMaffei B erstorff
twin-screw extruder ZE 42 BluePower is
specialty manufacturers. The demonstration line at K 2016 shows the production of
a high-intensity color masterbatch made of
linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE).
The material leaves the system in the form
of microgranulate with a diameter of 0.4 to
0.5 millimeters.

Size 42 is optimized primarily for throughputs from 250 to 500 kg/h. Thus it is mostly
intended for compounders who, for example,
manufacture specialties in small lots and are
looking for solutions for fast recipe changes
with high productivity. Visitors to the booth
can also see the new Berstorff Process Control Touch (BPCTouch) operating concept in
action by watching the featured system. This
concept guides the machine operator reliably
through all processes of the entire line.

The components of the compounding system include ZE 42 BluePower, an Eprotec
melt pump with downstream screen changer, an ECON underwater pelletizer and an
ECON process water system with centrifugal dryer. The throughput for this application
is about 70 kg/h. The system will be on display at the ECON GmbH trade show booth in
Hall 9, Booth C55.

ZE 42 BLUEPOWER TWIN-SCREW EXTRUDER
ECON downstream equipment for maximum process
reliability and optimum availability.

YOUR CONTACT:
Ralf J. Dahl
Division Manager for Twin-screw
Extruders
ralf.j.dahl@kraussmaffei.com
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panel located right at the machine. Using this
interface, BPCTouch guides the employee
reliably through all processes, even beyond
those of the extruder itself. All relevant peripheral devices and downstream machines
are integrated into the software quickly via
standardized interfaces.

NEW CONTROL SYSTEM FOR
EFFECTIVE MACHINE OPERATION
BPCTouch control system supports Plastics 4.0.

BPCTOUCH
K 2016 will see the launch of the new intuitive machine control system software: Berstorff Process Control Touch (BPCTouch).
As an example of the Integrated Production
area within Plastics 4.0, the new control system links order and production systems. It
makes it possible to query order data, take
over presetting data and initiate processes.
The control system is equipped with a remote maintenance interface for targeted and
expanded services. This makes it possible to
install other available interactive services
retroactively.

The trade show will also mark the launch of
the BPCTouch for the ZE BluePower, ZE UTX
and ZE Basic twin-screw extruder series.
Important effects include greater ease of use
and shorter changeover times for product
changes. In view of the increasing product
variety with simultaneous drops in throughput, these are valuable contributions to increasing the flexibility and cost-efficiency of
compounding operations.
The “switching center” of the machine operator in the new system is an ergonomic,
easy-to-understand 21.5-inch multi-touch

Each employee has to authenticate themselves via RFID chip card at the transponder integrated into the control system. Afterwards, he or she obtains access to the
functions assigned to him or her depending on
the user level. The control system logs each of
his or her operating steps seamlessly. Another feature is the enhanced measuring technology. The BPCTouch makes it possible to
measure the energy consumption of both the
twin-screw extruder and the peripherals.

YOUR CONTACT:
Peter Fröse
Head of Automation &
Electrical Engineering
peter.froese@kraussmaffei.com

CASCADE EXTRUSION
KraussMaffei Berstoff is presenting an innovative concept for upcycling/recycling plastics at K 2016 in Hall 15, Booth B27: cascade
extrusion. This extrusion process gives compounders an ideal option for manufacturing
high-quality recompounds from PE and PP
waste, as well as from recyclates from other
polymers in one step and without intermediate steps.

from metering fillers and reinforcement materials to additives and dyes to new product, thus providing a wide range of options
for manufacturing customized, high-quality compounds. Depending on the procedure
and specific task, cascade combinations of
single-screw with twin-screw extruders or
twin-screw with twin-screw extruders are
possible.

YOUR CONTACT:
Ralf J. Dahl
Division Manager for Twin-screw
Extruders
ralf.j.dahl@kraussmaffei.com

For the cascade process, two extrusion process steps are arranged in immediate succession. The first extruder takes over the
task of feeding – optionally with upstream
comminution or agglomeration – the washed
segregated recyclate, melting and homogenization as well as degassing the melt. A fine
filtration system at the end of the process
unit reliably removes solid contaminants.
This processing can take place on either a
single-screw or twin-screw extruder.
Afterwards, a pump meters the melt into
the second extruder. This unit is configured
as a classic compounding extruder. In addition to gravimetric metering units for all
components, it is equipped with side feeders and an additional degassing unit. Thus it
has all auxiliary units, including everything

PROCESSING SYSTEM IN CASCADE DESIGN
Innovative extrusion process for perfect compound quality.
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PIPE HEAD EXPERTISE
High-performance extrusion with
consistently high quality.

EFFICIENT PVC PIPE PRODUCTION WITH MINIMUM SPACE
REQUIREMENTS WITH HIGH-PERFORMANCE EXTRUDERS
“This custom solution is geared towards the
target group of processors who manufacture
U-PVC standard pipes in large quantities
and must place particular focus on cost-effectiveness. At K 2016, KraussMaffei Berstorff is featuring a combination of two 36D
twin-screw extruders that is designed for
maximum capacity with minimum space
requirements.
The system has an outstanding high throughput of up to 2,000 kg/h, an impressive embodiment of intelligent, individualized systems engineering. The combination of two
KMD 108-36 E2/R twin-screw extruders is
designed to reduce the space requirements
by about one-third. Thus it is an impressive

example of KraussMaffei Berstorffʼs efforts
geared towards higher overall equipment effectiveness. It is clear that providing greater performance in a small space lowers production costs for the long term. This is also
accompanied by energy savings. Compared
to a larger extruder (KMD 164-32/R) that operates the twin-strand, the energy requirements are 0.02 kW lower per h/kg material
throughput.
Another noteworthy feature of the product
is that it is equipped with the KM-RK 23-250
pipe head, a model from the newly designed
pipe head generation designed for a very
large diameter range with very high outputs.
Thanks to its special design features such

as flow channel volume and mandrel ridges
configured for optimum flow, the pipe head
is ideally suited for high-performance extrusion with consistently high quality.

YOUR CONTACT:
Annette Beierling
Pipe Extrusion Product Manager
annette.beierling@kraussmaffei.com
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THE KMD 73 K/P
T WIN-SCREW EXTRUDER
new model from the conical
series

COST-EFFECTIVE PROFILE EXTRUSION
WITH COEXTRUSION MODELS
The trend towards increased use of recyclates is unabated in the highly competitive
profile market. For years, we have offered
space-saving coextrusion models that enable processors to use more cost-effective
recipes for the core, which is not visible. At K
2016, KraussMaffei Berstorff is featuring its

new model from the conical series, the KMD
73 K/P twin-screw extruder. Its outstanding feature is its space-saving design engineering. It also has a swiveling metering unit
and is highly versatile. With an output of up to
270 kg/h, it expands the conical series in the
upper performance range.

YOUR CONTACT:
Eric Sanson
Product Manager, Profile Extrusion
eric.sanson@kraussmaffei.com

NEW STRAIGHT EXTRUSION DIE FOR
LOWER COSTS AND HIGHER QUALITY
Rubber processors dream of increased productivity with higher product quality and simultaneously lower consumption of raw materials. The new straight extrusion die for
manufacturing rubber hoses makes it possible. KraussMaffei Berstorff is presenting
this product at K 2016.
The special features of the new straight extrusion die are not immediately obvious. The
classic configuration has the wall thicknesses in the front head area adjusted via a nozzle
that moves axially. But the critical innovation
of the new die is the redesigned nozzle holder with hydraulic mold-centering device.
The spray head attains maximum performance in conjunction with an X-ray measurement system. By implementing it, the
user can replace the process of manually readjusting the head with an automated process. The system constantly measures the
wall thickness, eccentricity and outer diameter of the rubber hoses, then adjusts the
hydraulic wall thickness centering device
exactly to the hundredth of a millimeter by
means of digital controllers.
The automatic radial centering significantly reduces the adjustment effort at startup

and during production – in terms of both
time and material consumption. The extruder head is available for hose diameters of 3
to 100 millimeters.
“The system is excellently suited for manufacturers who want to produce hoses with a
uniform wall thickness reliably over a long
period, cost-effectively and with the highest quality,” explains Frank Reineke, responsible for the Processing Department
and Development of Rubber Technology at
K raussMaffei Berstorff. “This also applies
to owner/operators of older hose extrusion systems. There is no problem retrofitting these systems with the new hydraulic
mold-centering device.”
The system provides the hose manufacturer with substantial advantages in quality
control as well as operation. Thanks to the
continuous, automatic production monitoring, the manufacturer can substantially reduce the time required to adjust the system.
This boosts system utilization and cuts personnel costs. Moreover, the reduced thickness tolerance of the wall thickness also
brings noticeable material savings, since
safety surcharges are largely obsolete. This
means that you can save considerable sums

SMALL SYSTEM WITH A LARGE IMPACT
Straight extrusion die with hydraulic
mold-centering device.

on material costs year after year with consistent quality. The investments in the system pay itself off in almost no time.

YOUR CONTACT:
Mike Weiterer
General Sales Manager and
Product Manager, Profile and Hose
Extrusion Systems
mike.weiterer@kraussmaffei.com
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NEW LABORATORY EXTRUDER GEARED TOWARDS
HIGHER OVERALL EQUIPMENT EFFECTIVENESS

AN ALL-AROUND TALENT
FOR R&D WORK
Research and development is also increasingly concerned with speed, productivity and efficiency
in all dimensions. The new laboratory extruder ZE 28 BluePower takes these requirements into
account and expands the spectrum of processing tasks considerably. KraussMaffei Berstorff is
testifying to this fact at K 2016.
TEXT: JOACHIM WEBER

W

PHOTOS: KRAUSSMAFFEI BERSTORFF

ith the 28-millimeter twinscrew extruder, K
 raussMaffei
Berstorff is expanding the
ZE BluePower machine series,
introduced three years ago, to
include smaller models. It is not only suitable for research and development tasks. It
also features a significantly expanded process window for small batch production compared to the existing laboratory extruder. The
new machine is of particular interest to compounding operations that are increasingly

confronted with ever-greater product variety
accompanied by ever-smaller batches.
“Thanks to the entire ZE BluePower series,
we have succeeded in bringing a future-compatible machine series to the market. It features numerous unique selling propositions
and easily meets the increased requirements
of processors and developers in all aspects of
overall equipment effectiveness – energy efficiency, cost-effectiveness, availability, performance and product quality,” explains Peter

Roos, President of the Extrusion Technology Segment of the KraussMaffei Group and
Managing Director of KraussMaffei Berstorff.
“The laboratory extruder incorporates many
details of the ZE BluePower series. These include, for example, the Da/Di diameter ratio of 1.65 for large volume, the proven 4 or
6-D housing for maximum flexibility and the
pressed-in bushings for optimum wear resistance. The improved side feeder and degassing units, the new BPC Touch control system,

Processes & Products
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the electrical drive and control systems integrated into the machineʼs base frame and an
optional energy management tool make the
new laboratory machine a truly well-rounded product,” adds Roos.
Easy control and configuration
A highlight of the laboratory extruder is that
it is equipped with the new BPC Touch panel
(BPC: Berstorff Process Control), a standard
element of the entire ZE BluePower series.
The touchscreen and the clear menu structure of the operating software ensure simple and intuitive operation. The control system
guides the machine operator reliably through
all processes – with a complete overview of all
relevant peripheral devices and downstream
machines that can be quickly and easily integrated into the software using standardized
interfaces.
Boosting performance for you
With the BPC and the identical system configuration within the entire ZE BluePower series,
the processing parameters developed in the
laboratory can be transfered effortlessly from
the laboratory extruder to the larger production machines. However, even the “small” ZE
28 Blue Power features impressive performance data that makes it more attractive for
small-batch manufacturers than the predecessor model, the ZE 25.
The KraussMaffei Berstorff engineers had a
specific purpose in mind when they chose a
screw diameter of 28 millimeters for the new
laboratory extruder. With the motor/gearbox
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“The development of the new laboratory
extruder was primarily focused on optimizing overall equipment effectiveness.”
PETER ROOS, PRESIDENT OF THE EXTRUSION TECHNOLOGY SEGMENT
OF THE KRAUSSMAFFEI GROUP

combination, which is designed for a high
torque density, the extruder attains significantly higher output compared to the existing
25-millimeter ZE laboratory extruder.
Boosting equipment availability for you
In torque-limited processes, the throughput can be up to 43 percent higher. For volume-limited processes, this figure can be as
much as 70 percent higher. With speeds of up
to 1,200 rpm, the ZE 28 BluePower is designed
for outputs from 20 to 200 kilograms per hour.
The laboratory extruder featured at the trade
show has a process length of 44 D.
Another distinctive feature of the lab system
is a twin-screw side unit for side degassing
via a vertical degassing dome. This unit increases production reliability and machine
availability, particularly for tough or sticky
products. In addition, the exhibit features an
additional twin-screw side feeder unit for
metering fillers.
This side feeder unit is equipped with
UltraFeed vacuum technology. The vacuum

removes the air content before the fillers
reach the process space of the extruder, increasing the bulk density. This degassing
thus permits a higher share of filler materials to be supplied to the process. Basically, all
side auxiliary units are installed on the base
frame of the extruder via a swivel arm. This
ensures minimal space requirements and
easy handling.
Boosting quality for you
Convenient handling is also the intention behind the Ultra-Glide drive unit. In just a few
seconds, the user pulls the filled screws out
of the fixed process unit. The most interesting factor in the laboratory: in every stage,
the developer has the ability to visually monitor and assess the quality of the mixing process. Moreover, the screw elements can be
cleaned and replaced without removing the
downstream units.
“The development of the new laboratory extruder was primarily focused on optimizing
overall equipment effectiveness. In research
and development labs and on compoundersʼ
shop floors, providing additional cost-effectiveness with better quality, higher output
and longer availability are critical factors
that determine the return on investment,”
summarizes Roos.

YOUR CONTACT:
Dr. Thomas Winkelmann
Head of Development for Plastics
Technology
thomas.marufke@kraussmaffei.com
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Partners & Projects
CUSTOMER ORDER PROCESSING ON DEMAND

QUICKSWITCH IS MUCH
MORE THAN AUTOMATIC
 DIMENSION CONVERSION
One-of-a-kind technology from KraussMaffei Berstorff is true to the spirit of the
times, and lets pipe manufacturers take another step towards state-of-the-art
production design.
TEXT: KARIN REGEL

PHOTOS: KRAUSSMAFFEI BERSTORFF

S

imple use, short change times, low
reject quantities and a high level of
flexibility are attributes closely associated with QuickSwitch technology from KraussMaffei Berstorff
(Munich). “But those arenʼt the only advantages”, explains General Sales Manager Andreas Kessler, reasoning that more and more
pipe manufacturers, both in Western Europe
and overseas, have decided to use the dimension change system. Not only is demand rising among new customers, but also among
companies which already have a QuickSwitch
system in use, and would like to order another one. This includes companies like Kabelwerk Eupen AG. After already having integrated
two QuickSwitch systems into its production
since 2011, with the installation of the third
system, the pipe manufacturer plans to replace additional conventional pipe manufacturing tools over the long term.
Kabelwerk Eupen AG is a renowned pipe
manufacturer, and among the largest in Belgium. At the companyʼs production facility,
pipes made from PE and PVC are produced
in a dimension range of 20 to 400 millimeters, with many of these pipes being manufactured specifically for the transport of cold
water, warm water, and waste water. However, the product range is not limited to PE100
pipes for gas transport. It also includes many
other types of pipes, such as those used for
drainage systems, energy recovery or for the
protection of fiber optic and copper cables.
The range of products is very diverse, and

QUICKSWITCH
The pipeline converts to a
new pipe dimension at the
push of a button.

the custom-made nature of client orders is
at the heart of what Eupen does, making it an
ideal situation for using QuickSwitch.
Subsequent to having two QuickSwitch systems already in use, one for a dimensional range of 25 to 63 millimeters and one for
pipes in the range of 75 to 160 millimeters,
the customer opted for a complete system
for multi-layered polyolefin pipes in the diameter range of 160 to 250 millimeters.
Thus, Kabelwerk Eupen now has three models from the QuickSwitch system series. The
fourth and largest change system, designed
for pipes in the diameter range of 250 to 450
millimeters, completes the series.

Modern and intelligent
“Not only in Kabelwerk Eupen, but also in
many small businesses as well as manufacturers that tend to produce pipes for niche
applications, there are often multiple dimension conversions in a single production
shift during a workday”, says Sales M
 anager
A ndreas Kessler of his customers. This is
economically feasible only if the dimensions
can be changed in almost no time without a
large loss of material. Even a small order on
a conventional production line can produce
an amount of waste from the dimensional
conversion equal to the order volume itself.
Here, QuickSwitch technology offers enormous advantages.

Partners & Projects
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The pipeline can be converted to a new dimension at the push of a button. This process
only takes about ten minutes, in which a tapered piece is formed with a length of 4 to 6
meters, which is scrap. The scrap can be fed
back into the production process as regrind.
QuickSwitch simultaneously makes fine adjustment of the pipe wall thickness and pipe
centering possible. Both of these parameters
are not only vital to efficiency but also to the
production of high quality pipes.
Fine adjustment is made particularly easy
if a pipe manufacturer opts for the fully automated change system. Saved production
data can be retrieved at any time and modified as necessary, which ensures exact reproducibility within the tightest tolerances.
“Any and all pipes which are overweight are
simply lost money for a pipe manufacturer”,
says Andreas Kessler. All downstream units
integrated into the control unit are adapted
automatically. No readjustment is necessary. This makes the system fits ideal for a
modern company on the path to implementing the principles of Industry 4.0. The intelligent control system allows you to monitor
and document all production parameters.
The system enables maximum flexibility and
availability.
Neat and flexible
“QuickSwitch enables pipe manufacturers
to open new market segments by realigning and reorganizing their production processes”, says Kessler, explaining another
advantage. Due to its flexibility and its simple and fast conversion, a single line with
QuickSwitch can replace two conventional pipelines. In turn, this capability frees up
space in the production hall and allows for
new investments. “As such, a polyolefin pipe
manufacturer could invest in a new system
that is designed for alternative sales markets and, under certain circumstances, may
cover completely different application areas.
This could help the manufacturer to deepen
its portfolio and forge ahead in new growth
markets.”
At the same time, quick conversion of the
pipe dimension allows for on-demand processing of customer orders, leading to a

“Any and all pipes which are overweight are simply lost money for
a pipe manufacturer.”
ANDREAS KESSLER, GENERAL SALES MANAGER AT KRAUSSMAFFEI
BERSTORFF

reduction in the need for storage space and
substantially greater efficiency and cost-effectiveness. Using QuickSwitch, changeover
costs are reduced by up to 90% compared
to a conventional pipeline and storage costs
are reduced by about half, while productivity roughly doubles”, says Kessler, summarizing customer advantages, then continues:
“With QuickSwitch, KraussMaffei Berstorff
has a unique selling proposition on the market. It was the first dimension change system
in use around the world, and has now been
a part of everyday production for more than
ten years due to its durability. To this day, no
other system is technologically advanced

enough to surpass its degree of automation.
As a result, QuickSwitch is a state-of-theart component for future oriented production
design.”

YOUR CONTACT:
Andreas Kessler
General Sales Manager at
KraussMaffei Berstorff, Munich
andreas.kessler@kraussmaffei.com
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SERVICE AT MUNICH LOCATION UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

THE TOP PRIORITY:
BEING A RELIABLE PARTNER
Stefan Kling has been in charge of extrusion service activities at the Munich location since March 1, 2016.
This skilled industrial mechanic with a degree in industrial engineering has previously been employed as
a regional service manager and top manager in the areas of commercial kitchen technology and medical
technology. AHEAD speaks with him about his experience, his plans and his new approach.
INTERVIEW: ANNEMARIE PABST

PHOTOS: KRAUSSMAFFEI BERSTORFF

AHEAD: Mr. Kling, what goals did you establish
in the service area?
Kling: Goal number one is to continue to improve on our current customer proximity. For me, it is especially important to maintain clear
lines of communication with the customer while working. Only those
who truly understand the needs of their clientele can take the necessary steps to ensure the expectations of their customers are met.
Currently, our priority is our ability to respond. Our initial primary
goals are to increase our response times to all inquiries and to optimize the delivery times of spare parts. In doing so, we place great emphasis on the high quality of our spare parts as well as our services.

STEFAN KLING
Head of Service at the Munich location since March 1st, 2016.

AHEAD: After more than six months you can certainly
provide a brief summary. How close are you to achieving
these goals to date?
Kling: In the past few months we have invested heavily into building
up our qualified personnel, both in the area of service technicians,
in order processing as well as in key account management. The first
signs of success are already visible: a tremendous improvement in
availability and a reduction in response times. Additionally, we have
noticeably increased our inventory of process units and gearboxes.
As a result, delivery times dropped from three months to one or two
weeks in many cases – a remarkable result. We expect the launch of
our new E-service platform, which will significantly simplify all service processes, to be another area of considerable acceleration. A
demo version will be available for all to see at our trade show booth at
K 2016. (Hall 15, Booth B27/C24/C27/D24).
AHEAD: “Industry 4.0” is the buzzword everyone is talking
about. What opportunities do you see in the service area
for providing benefits to customers through machine and
process networking?
Kling: At first glance, Industry 4.0 is purely a production concept. The
service aspect only appears to be a minor factor. The above-mentioned E-service platform is an excellent example that our field of
work can also be fully integrated into networked production for the
purposes of Industry 4.0. This platform provides customers with all
relevant machine data from a central location. This makes it possible

Brand and Markets
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“We want to be a reliable
partner in all aspects of
after-sales support.”
to process any service process easily, including direct processing of
service cases using a remote maintenance system. Additionally, the
customer can check the availability of spare parts and order them directly in the integrated online store. Moreover, this online store is accessible for all KraussMaffei Group brands using the respective websites from KraussMaffei, KraussMaffei Berstorff and Netstal. But
thatʼs not all. Under the name Plastics 4.0, the KraussMaffei Group is
currently bundling its solutions into three categories: Intelligent Machines, Integrated Production and Interactive Services. In turn, the
interactive service area is our contribution. This includes systems
and services in the environment of a fast and globally active service
that are based on state-of-the-art communication technologies. To
be able to offer customers professional support quickly and globally, we are currently developing a new service tool within the KraussMaffei Group based on the Euromap 77 and OPC-UA master computer interface.
AHEAD: Which aspects of collaboration with customers
do you consider to be particularly important?
Kling: Our top priority is to be a reliable partner in all aspects of after-sales support. Not only does this includes qualified experts at our
headquarters but also highly skilled, decentralized teams in our subsidiaries and representatives that can offer quick and responsive service in the local language. To make this a reality, we carry out intensive training sessions regularly in Munich for service employees from
our subsidiary and representative companies.
AHEAD: What innovative service concepts do you have
up your sleeves for the future?
Kling: The service of the future is based on the online connection to
customers and their systems. We are working on moving our range
of measures for preventative maintenance, such as gear oil and
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vibration measurements, to an online platform. This will ensure that
the modules in question are equipped with the corresponding measuring equipment. Based on collected data, our technicians can work
together with the machine operator via a video connection to analyze
and solve the problems present on site. This can all take place online
and there is no need to lose time waiting for the technician to arrive.
This saves the customer time and money. This means that we support
the processors in maximizing the efficiency of their systems, especially with regard to availability.
AHEAD: Speaking of efficiency, OEE, or Overall Equipment
Effectiveness, is a major topic at this yearʼs K. What can your
area contribute to this topic?
Kling: KraussMaffei Berstorffʼs focus is OEE plus. And to a large extent, the service area is responsible for the plus. We have just explained the new, more extensive approaches to our work. Not only do
we offer customers traditional maintenance, but we also offer continuous optimization and updates to the system throughout the entire
lifecycle on request. This helps us ensure sustainable capacity, availability and product quality. In other words, the traditional OEE parameters. The plus stands for much more than our employeesʼ special
knowledge, their in-depth application expertise and their knowledge
of the history of the respective system. This after-sales service together with knowledgeable pre-sales advice from our engineers
during the design and configuration of a system is a substantial part
of the plus package.

YOUR CONTACT:
Stefan Kling
Head of Extrusion Service at the Munich location
stefan.kling@kraussmaffei.com
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   ORIENTAL YUHONG WATERPROOF TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

“CHOOSING THE LEADING
MANUFACTURER”
    Oriental Yuhong, Asiaʼs largest manufacturer of sealing systems for the construction
industry, chose a complete KraussMaffei Berstorff system for manufacturing roof
tracks made of thermoplastic polyolefin (TPO). The contract was signed in July 2016
at the China International Roofing & Waterproofing Expo in Shanghai.
      TEXT: JOACHIM WEBER

PHOTOS: KRAUSSMAFFEI BERSTORFF

T

he “Signing Ceremony” was conducted in the typical Chinese
fashion. The podium at the Oriental Yuhong trade show booth was
decorated with a rug in the national color of red. The table was also covered with a red cloth and the flags of both
companies and an exotic floral arrangement
were placed on top of it. It was at this table
where Chairman of Oriental, Li Weiguo, and
Hilmar Heithorst, Manager of the Film and
Foam Extrusion System Division at KraussMaffei Berstorff, signed the contract outlining Berstorffʼs first large roof track system
in China.
Afterwards, both participating parties added
their signatures to a large poster which
had been hanging on the back of the podium. “The leading roof track manufacturer
in China opted for the leading manufacturer
of machines for roof track production,” says

Li Weiguo. The whole ceremony was accompanied by significant media coverage and a
large number of spectators. This coverage
was reflected in detailed reports in the Chinese trade press as well as on the website
of the Chinese Plastics Processing Industry
Association.
Great interest in industry giants
The strong reception was not a coincidence.
Oriental Yuhong is a renowned company in
China. The companyʼs reputation is based in
no small part on its participation in projects
of great national importance. Oriental contributed to the sealing of numerous national representative buildings in China, including the Great Hall of the People in Beijing.
Additionally, they played a role in multiple
construction projects for the 2008 Olympic
Games as well as large infrastructure projects such as the high-speed railway line between Beijing and Shanghai.

FEIERLICHE
VERTRAGSU NTER
ZEICHNUNG
Auf der neuen Linie von
KraussMaffei Berstorff
will der Branchenriese
Gewebeverstärkte
Folien herstellen.

In 2015, the listed company sold more than
100 million square meters of roof tracks
in different designs (including asphalt) and
more than 200,000 tons of sealing material.
The company and its approximately 3,600 employees grossed 5.25 billion Yuan (712 million
euros based on the current exchange rate).
The three-year average for sales growth was
29 percent – an indicator of the tremendous
construction boom in China.
Designed for high performance
Oriental wants to manufacture fabric-reinforced films on the KraussMaffei Berstorffʼs
new line, a special extrusion coating system.
The system, consisting of a single-screw extruder and two ZE 110 A x 40D twin-screw extruders for the in-line compounding of TPO
formulations is designed for high performance. The expected total output of the system is four tons of throughput per hour. The
reinforced polyolefin webs are extruded on
the system. They are then measured, compression molded, labeled and then coiled on
large winders. Packaging in shipping tubes
takes place offline at a later stage.

YOUR CONTACT:
Hilmar Heithorst
Manager of the Film and Foam
Extrusion System Division
hilmar.heithorst@kraussmaffei.com

KraussMaffei Group
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10 YEARS OF KRAUSSMAFFEI
REACTION PROCESS
MACHINERY IN JAPAN
KraussMaffeiʼs location in Japan is celebrating its 10th anniversary this spring. Since it
was founded in 2006, the Reaction Process
Machinery subsidiary of KraussMaffei has enjoyed continuous growth and has become established on the market as a leading supplier
of premium quality products and reliable services, particularly in the field of polyurethane
soft foam systems and composites solutions.
In Japan, KraussMaffei primarily serves
customers in the automotive industry with
its extensive portfolio of reaction process
machinery. A focus here is the field of soft
foam systems. KraussMaffeivs second area
of focus is the growing market for fiber-
reinforced plastics.

“With our advanced products and technologies and highly qualified workforce here, we
are able to respond quickly and individually to
the needs of our Japanese customers. That is
most certainly the key to K raussMaffeiʼs success in Japan. We currently supply numerous
major Japanese corporations and suppliers
to the automotive and other industries – not
only in Japan, but also at their international
locations,” says Nicolas Beyl, President of the
Reaction Process Machinery segment of the
KraussMaffei Group.

AICHI

JAPAN

Since 2015, KraussMaffei has also been
producing customer-specific HP-RTM
(High-Pressure Resin Transfer Molding) systems in Japan.

KRAUSSMAFFEI USA LOOKS BACK
ON A 50-YEAR SUCCESS STORY

USA
FLORENCE,
KENTUCKY

The KraussMaffei Group in the USA celebrated its 50th anniversary with a gala open
house. The subsidiary welcomed more than
400 customers to the event at its headquarters in Florence, Kentucky on May 18th and
19th. The event featured a large number

of applications with live
demonstrations of the injection molding, extrusion and reaction process machinery divisions,
including an Netstal Injection Compression Molding Cell and the new ZE
65 Blue Power twin-screw extruder. In
addition, new customer-specific technologies, service offerings and informative
presentations about optimizing productivity
were presented.
“The Krauss-Maffei Corporation has so much
to be proud of. We are the world market

leader and have excellent employees and colleagues worldwide. Weʼre passionate about
working for this company and this passion is
evident every day,” says Paul Caprio, CEO and
President of the Krauss-Maffei Corporation.
He adds, “We have highly successful customers who are the focus of our business. We are
confident that our company will continue to
enjoy this success in the coming decade and
beyond. Thanks to all who have contributed to
this effort and helped us grow and develop!”
The company has grown continuously since
its founding in 1966 and has become established as a leading provider of plastic and rubber machines on the North American market.
Today, it represents all three brands: KraussMaffei, KraussMaffei Berstorff and Netstal.
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15 YEARS OF
ROBOT ENGINEERING
IN SCHWERIN

RENZO DAVATZ IS NEW
CEO OF NETSTAL

In 2000, the decision was made to found a
second location of KraussMaffei Automation
GmbH. The development and production of
demolding robots in Schwerin were launched
on January 1, 2001. Over the years that followed, a few new robot types were brought
to the market that are updated and evolved
continuously.
The current linear robot product portfolio includes four robot sizes, and a modular construction system enables up to 350,000
variants. Customer requirements for aspects
such as the stroke lengths of the robot axes
can be implemented individually by the 27-employee team. The cooperation between North
and South is exemplary. “The decades of experience in robot construction from Schwerin will
be combined ideally with expertise in injection
molding technology from Munich,” says Jürgen
Brands, Plant Manager in Schwerin.

SCHWERIN

GERMANY

RENZO DAVATZ
New CEO at
Netstal since
July 1, 2016.

On July 1, 2016, Renzo Davatz became the new CEO of Netstal. He assumed the duties of Dr. Hans Ulrich Golz, who had been managing
Netstal as CEO since 2012. “I am delighted that I was able to acquire
Renzo Davatz as my successor. He is held in high esteem by both customers and employees. In recent years he played a pivotal role in establishing an excellent global position for the service business area
of Netstal. I am convinced that he will be successful in managing the
Netstal company and further developing the company from a strategic
perspective”, states Dr. Hans Ulrich Golz. Davatz has been working at
Netstal for 25 years and has progressed steadily in the company. He
joined the company in 1989 as an apprentice electrical engineer and
quickly assumed managerial roles, including Head of Technical Service and subsequently Head of After Sales. Since 2012, Davatz has been
Vice President of Service both at Netstal and in the overall segment
Injection Molding Machinery of the KraussMaffei Group. He will continue this task. Dr. Hans Ulrich Golz becomes the new Chairman of the
Board of Directors of Netstal.
With the personnel changes Netstal focuses on continuity and stability
in the global positioning of the company and the Netstal brand. “Netstal
is regarded by customers around the world as a premium supplier
of high-performance and high-precision injection molding machinery. I would like to strengthen this leading position and the operational business success together with Markus Dal Pian as Vice President
of Sales & Marketing, with whom I have enjoyed a very good working
relationship for many years”, highlights Davatz. With the expansion of
the international competitive position in an increasingly cost-intensive
environment, Davatz also wants to safeguard the Näfels site over the
long term as a competence center for high-speed premium products
with short cycle times and ultimate precision. “My goal is to offer our
customers the best products and services also in the future. In this
respect, I trust in the performance and the exceptionally high commitment and dedication of the global Netstal team. The safeguarding
and development of the Näfels site over the long term is especially important to me. Netstal should continue to be a key employer in the canton of Glarus. Because the heart of Netstal has been beating here in
Näfels for over 150 years. And it should remain this way”, adds Davatz.
Netstal-Maschinen AG has been part of the KraussMaffei Group
since 1992.
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Dear customers, dear readers,
High overall equipment efficiency (OEE) is a fundamental prerequisite for your
companyʼs success. Therefore, we provide customized machines and systems and
the perfect mix of services that significantly increase the potential cost-efficiency
of your production and processes. Our dedicated and experienced employees support you with their in-depth process understanding and longtime experience in
extrusion technology. This ensures that you get optimum extrusion and process
results in your specific tasks.
Offering our customers the decisive edge in capacity, quality and availability is not
just our goal - itʼs our obligation. As your partner and provider of complete solution
concepts, we help you achieve overall system efficiency that improves the cost-
effectiveness and sustainability of your production process. We call this added
value for our customers “OEE Plus”.
You can learn more about this expertise at K 2016 (Hall 15 at Booth B27/C24/ C27/
D24). KraussMaffei Berstorff is presenting many new and premium quality extrusion solutions using this approach, which gives you critical competitive advantages in your production and in competition. See for yourself the maximum version
of the technologically advanced QuickSwitch Technology for efficient dimension
changes for the 280 – 500 mm diameter range. In addition, we are introducing
the BPCTouch control for efficient machine control and innovative extrusion processes for perfect compounding quality. Another highlight: The ZE 42 BluePower
twin-screw extruder and the introduction of a perfectly tuned compounding
system. Something to really get excited about.
I very much look forward to your visit! If you should be unable to visit, please feel
free to always reach out to our experts for consultation.
Until then, we hope your enjoy the magazine!

Wishing you an enjoyable read,
Peter Roos

President of the Extrusion Technology Segment of the KraussMaffei Group

NEW PX SERIES ALL-ELECTRIC INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE

THE ALL-ELECTRIC,
MADE-TO-MEASURE MACHINE
KraussMaffei is presenting the first all-electric machine on the
market, which the end consumer may customize according to its
specific manufacturing needs. The new PX series from KraussMaffei combines the advantages of an all-electric injection molding machine with maximum modularity in unprecedented ways. Processors benefit from higher precision, productivity and flexibility in all phases of production.
At K 2016 visitors can experience the new PX live, with applications from many different industries and a wide range of equipment options.
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FROM A VISION TO REALITY
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At K 2016 in Düsseldorf, Netstal is showcasing itself as an expert provider of highly innovative production systems for all user industries. By
releasing the ELIOS 7500, Netstal is offering a new premium injection
molding machine that sets a new standard in the thin-walled packaging
sector. The machine has a first-class design, works with high precision, is reliable in continuous operation and can be customized to meet the respective needs of the application.

Concept and design:
Kirchhoff Consult AG, Hamburg,
www.kirchhoff.de

At the Netstal trade show booth, visitors will get a chance to see a variety of exciting product
innovations and sophisticated, detail-oriented solutions.
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TR ADE SHOW CALENDAR NOVEMBER 2016–JUNE 2017
Composite Engineering Show NEC,
Birmingham, England

02.11.2016 – 03.11.2016

KraussMaffei

Waterproof Membranes, Cologne, Germany

07.11.2016 – 09.11.2016

KraussMaffei Berstorff

Gulfood Manufacturing, Dubai,
United Arab Emirates

07.11.2016 – 09.11.2016

Netstal

Feipur, São Paulo, Brazil

08.11.2016 – 10.11.2016

KraussMaffei

Composites Europe, Düsseldorf, Germany
Rubber Tech, Shanghai, China

29.11.2016 – 01.12.2016
01.12.2016 – 03.12.2016

KraussMaffei
KraussMaffei Berstorff

Plast Eurasia, Istanbul, Turkey

07.12.2016 – 10.12.2016

KraussMaffei

Arabplast, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

08.01.2017 – 10.01.2017

KraussMaffei Group

Swiss Plastics, Lucerne, Switzerland

24.01.2017 – 26.01.2017

KraussMaffei

Interplastica, Moscow, Russia

24.01.2017 – 27.01.2017

KraussMaffei Group

Tire Technology Expo, Hanover, Germany

14.02.2017 – 16.02.2017

KraussMaffei Berstorff

Gulfood, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

26.02.2017 – 02.03.2017

Netstal

PU Tech India, New Delhi, India

08.03.2017 – 10.03.2017

KraussMaffei

JEC World, Paris, France

14.03.2017 – 16.03.2017

KraussMaffei

Utech Las Americas, Mexico City, Mexico

04.04.2017 – 06.04.2017

KraussMaffei

Djazagro, Algiers, Algeria

10.04.2017 – 13.04.2017

KraussMaffei

Tires & Rubber, Moscow, Russia

17.04.2017 – 20.04.2017

KraussMaffei Berstorff

Compounding World, Cologne, Germany

24.04.2017 – 26.04.2017

KraussMaffei Berstorff

Muovi Plastics, Lahti, Finland

27.04.2017 – 28.04.2017

KraussMaffei

Interpack, Düsseldorf, Germany

04.05.2017 – 10.05.1207

KraussMaffei, Netstal

Plastico Brasil, São Paulo, Brazil

22.05.2017 – 26.05.2017

KraussMaffei, Netstal

FIP, Lyon, France

13.06.2017 – 16.06.2017

KraussMaffei, Netstal
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OEE PLUS

OEE Plus
Ihr Mehr an
Wirtschaftlichkeit
Boosting
cost-efﬁ
ciency for you
Nur mit
einer
hohen Gesamtanlageneffizienz
(Overall Equipment
Efficiency
– OEE)
erzielen
High
overall
equipment
efficiency (OEE) is a fundamental
prerequisite
for your
company’s
unsere
Kunden
das
bestmögliche
Ergebnis
für
ihr
Unternehmen.
Deshalb
stellen
wir
maßsuccess. KraussMaffei Berstorff’s product portfolio therefore comprises tailored machines
geschneiderte
Maschinen
und
Anlagen
sowie
perfekt
ineinandergreifende
Serviceleistungen
and lines along with perfectly matched services that increase the economic efficiency and
bereit,
die Ihre Fertigung
wirtschaftlicher und auch nachhaltig wertbeständiger machen.
the
sustainability
of your production.

Engineering Value
Value
Engineering

SIMULTANEOUSLY REACHING
THREE OBJECTIVES - AND MORE.

K 2016

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR
GREATER COST-EFFECTIVENESS

